
 

 #hcsm - June 22, 2014  

6:01 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
I am here! looking forward to the chat. #hcsm

6:02 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
Hi all joining in from Manila. Gia here #hcsm

6:02 T2D Research @T2DRemission
Michael Massing, medical editor, patient, self-experimenter, 
system interrogator #hcsm

6:02 Intake.Me @Intakeme
Hello this is darla from team @Intakeme. tweeting from Los 
angeles. #hcsm

6:03 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
Greetings from Chicago! #hcsm

6:03 Bryon Main @TheMedicalEvent
Hi there! I'm Bryon Main from @TheMedicalEvent - I'm joining 
the chat for the first time #hcsm
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6:03 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
Welcome! RT @TheMedicalEvent Hi there! I'm Bryon Main 
from @TheMedicalEvent - I'm joining the chat for the first time 
#hcsm

6:03 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
Erin from Cincinnati here! Looking forward to chatting tonight! 
#hcsm

6:03 ✨ Anna✨  @smanna750
GI pt crohns and gastroparesis #hcsm

6:04 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
Hi all, Jenn from NYC. Occupational therapist, adjunct prof and 
recently joined startup #telehealth company, @TPDiagnostics! 
#hcsm

6:04 Simon Sikorski, M.D. @SimonSikorskiMD
Organizer of #hcpioneers Innovation Tour. Next Stop - Atlanta 
June 26, followed by: healthcarepioneers.com/events/ | #hcsm 
chat

6:04 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
hey everyone! Jen - @BioethxChat creator/moderator and med/
bioethics student...! #hcsm
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6:04 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
Good evening! Heather here. Person w/& advocate for 
#RareDisease. I have 2 of them! #hcsm

6:04 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Welcome, everyone, to #hcsm! Special hi to any first-timers 
joining tonight :), and of course our friendly lurkers. Tweet in 
anytime!

6:05 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@TheMedicalEvent Welcome Bryon! #hcsm

6:05 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
Welcome all to #hcsm! <--Dana Lewis, #hcsm creator & 
moderator; thinker | doer | teacher of health & digital; Chief 
Data Producer of #DIYPS

6:06 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@abrewi3010 Hey, Alan! Soupful. #hcsm

6:06 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
Hi Folks - Janet Kennedy with the Get Social Health #podcast 
here. Looking forward to some great #hcsm chat tonight.

6:07 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
We'll get started with topic 1 (T1) in just a few minutes. 
Remember if you jump in to #hcsm later to introduce yourself!
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6:07 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
@DocForeman I have my diet Mountain Dew! Also a lazy day 
around here. #hcsm

6:07 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@drmalinowski @BioethxChat Hi : ) #hcsm

6:08 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
Random pt, ehlers danlos etc, eating corn and peas #hcsm

6:08 Dan Goldman @danielg280
Good evening all. Dan Goldman, lawyerat Mayo Clinic. #hcsm

6:08 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@padschicago @DocForeman Monday morning here. Enjoy 
your Sunday :) #hcsm

6:09 Annette McKinnon @anetto
Hi all. Annette here in Toronto. Blogger and patient. #MedX 
2014 epatient delegate #hcsm

6:09 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
TOPIC 1 - What are benefits to pts using SM for advocacy? 
Downsides? When should orgs/cos compensate pts for their 
perspective/work? #hcsm
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6:09 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
T1 live at #hcsm - discussing patient advocacy. What falls into 
this category? What are benefits for pts using SM to advocate? 
Downsides?

6:09 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@OneGrenouille Now I've got "Eating Goober Peas" running 
through my head. #hcsm

6:09 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
@abrewi3010 Wonderful! How are you? #hcsm

6:10 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@padschicago @DocForeman I know the feeling #hcsm

6:10 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@anetto nice new pic, Annette! #hcsm

6:10 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@ekeeleymoore I don't want to go to work tomorrow! :) 
Weekends don't last long enough. #hcsm

6:10 Simon Sikorski, M.D. @SimonSikorskiMD
#hcsm T1 - so broad question... can you limit the ? to specific 
SM channel?
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6:11 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @DocForeman @HealthSocMed We're discussing this 
tonight and next week on #SPSM, with the #LivedExp folk re 
#WayForward... #hcsm

6:11 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 I can't see a downside to social media for advocacy. In 
person would be amazingly difficult #hcsm

6:11 Tim C Nicholson @timbigfish
Hey Doc, I'm watching and learning via #hcsm chat on mobile. 
Use the hashtag and follow along.

6:11 ✨ Anna✨  @smanna750
A1 downside) people seek medical advice from other PT. Don't 
go to the ER as soon as they should maybe #hcsm

6:11 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
is something advocacy something normally compensated? 
#hcsm

6:11 April Foreman @DocForeman
Basically, people with history of #suicide attempt are insisting to 
be included in #prevention planning/intervention/research. 
#hcsm #spsm
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6:11 Jessica Reimer @reimerjess
@HealthSocMed Upsides: Larger, global community, potential 
for virality of the cause & expanded reach. Downside: lack of 
privacy. #hcsm

6:12 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
T1 Lots of support and sharing of info on SM! Sharing of info 
can also be downside cuz not always quality info. #hcsm

6:12 April Foreman @DocForeman
And our #SPSM #LivedExp folk have a lot of wisdom about 
#suicide #prevention. Glad they are a part of SoMe convo. 
#hcsm

6:12 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @DocForeman And our #SPSM #LivedExp folk have a lot 
of wisdom about #suicide #prevention. Glad they are a part of 
SoMe convo. #hcsm

6:12 T2D Research @T2DRemission
T1 Just came 'round this week to rewriting my Twitter heading 
to reflect advocacy. Think I waited till I could state what I 
advocated. #hcsm

6:12 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
T1 Benefits of advos via SoMe is definitely collective voices that 
are heard. Funding comes in depending on their thrust eg 
research #hcsm
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6:13 April Foreman @DocForeman
Not sure about "downsides." Sometimes patients see it 
differently that HC pros. But not sure how that could be bad. 
#hcsm

6:13 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
a1 SoMe also exposes us to other pts and stories. Allows us to 
fine tone our message. #hcsm

6:13 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @abrewi3010 a1 SoMe also exposes us to other pts and 
stories. Allows us to fine tone our message. #hcsm

6:13 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
A1 Patients can use SM for advocacy to extend reach and 
share perspective --> mobilize stakeholders, influence 
politicians/HCorgs #hcsm

6:13 Intake.Me @Intakeme
T1 Benefits of advocacy on social media - can reach broader 
audience with low cost. Downside, not everyone on sm. #hcsm

6:14 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@T2DRemission I need to look. Patient Voice is issue for me. 
And do disease charities represent patients anymore? #hcsm
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6:14 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
It depends on who is doing the compensating and for what. 
Attend a meeting (pay expenses) -seems fair. Paid to #blog? 
Murky #hcsm

6:14 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
@DocForeman Different perspectives usually good, starts a 
conversation #hcsm

6:14 Steven Incontrera @Steven_Paul
Hello everybody looking forward to chatting with #HCSM crew. 
While finally finishing the second season of Orange is the New 
Black.

6:14 Elephant inthe Rheum @ElephantRheum
T1 I find twitter is g8 4 advocacy, & 4 spreading positive energy. 
FB grps sometimes bring out the panic/worry even if 
unintentional. #hcsm

6:14 ✨ Anna✨  @smanna750
A1 upside) people w/chronic illnesses don't feel as alone 
#hcsm

6:14 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
Oops - running in late! Laurel, photographer in Orlando, who 
overslept on her quick nap! #hcsm
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6:15 April Foreman @DocForeman
@smanna750 @WesleyWilson But I suspect that if this is 
happening on public SoMe, there will be more than one Pt 
opinion. #hcsm

6:15 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @smanna750 A1 upside) people w/chronic illnesses don't 
feel as alone #hcsm

6:15 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
A1) SoMe also allows pt groups to 1) form - more pts can meet 
each other 2) once formed, groups can reach - fund, share info, 
etc #hcsm

6:15 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@Intakeme @T2DRemission Agree not all are on social media 
#hcsm

6:15 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
Orgs should pay pts when they ask the pt for permission to use 
their story in materials or strategy. #hcsm

6:15 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
A1 HC orgs should compensate if patient is acting as peer 
educator/staff (not necessarily salary, but some form of 
compensation) #hcsm
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6:15 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
@twirlandswirl Waaaaaaaaake up! LOL ;) #hcsm

6:15 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 When you see a patient do a grant request that builds in a 
lot of admin money for everyone else I think compensation right 
#hcsm

6:15 Elephant inthe Rheum @ElephantRheum
T1 I have met so many wonderful pts/HCPs on chats just like 
this. I feel like I am part of a community. #hcsm

6:16 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
Patricia here for #hcsm while eating stir fry & watching old 
Doctor Who with friends

6:16 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @Intakeme: T1 Benefits of advocacy on #SoMe - can reach 
broader audience with low cost. Downside, not everyone on 
sm. #hcsm <But many are

6:16 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@anetto Not sure they ever did? I'm thinking particularly of 
"Jerry's kids." But then to what extent do we all get infantilized? 
#hcsm
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6:16 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
T1 a potential downside is the unintentional invalidation of what 
is a worthwhile msg because it came through SM, in some eyes 
#hcsm

6:16 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@GetSocialHealth paid to blog, tweet, speak at other meetups, 
all murky. but if invited to speak at a conference/meeting then 
sure #hcsm

6:16 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @ElephantRheum T1 I have met so many wonderful pts/
HCPs on chats just like this. I feel like I am part of a community. 
#hcsm

6:16 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@padschicago I am soooooo jet-lagged, I can't believe I made 
it here at all! #hcsm

6:17 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 patients should be paid for perspectives/work when 
significant time/effort devotion or inconvenience & funds can be 
made available #hcsm

6:17 Steven Incontrera @Steven_Paul
T1 The good is the communities they're able to build like 
#BCSM. The Downside it doesn't seem to move things forward 
on provider side. #HCSM
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6:17 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@WesleyWilson @GetSocialHealth Great point Wes #hcsm

6:17 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A1 even a token compensation to give the pt status of being 
apart of an org would be appreciated. Also raises status of org 
#hcsm

6:17 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
@twirlandswirl Glad you made it! I'll share a diet Mountain Dew 
with ya. #hcsm

6:17 harriseve @harriseve
Eve here, lucky 2 work as patientnavigator T1: When biz stands 
2 earn significant $, compensated patients = win-win #PR 
#hcsm

6:18 April Foreman @DocForeman
@WesleyWilson @GetSocialHealth I think that having a SoMe 
voice is one way a Pt. DOES get invited to speak. We all pay 
dues. #hcsm

6:18 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
Welcome! RT @mnewtonPharmD Hi #hcsm folks. Oncology 
clinical pharmacist / professor here. First time following along
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6:18 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@twirlandswirl @padschicago I just FEEL jet-lagged 
pgenpt.wordpress.com/2014/06/23/try… #hcsm

6:18 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@GetSocialHealth Of course, I acknowledge that in first part of 
tweet. :) However, certain populations are not on SM. #hcsm

6:18 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
It's been ages since I've been at #hcsm Media maven at the 
intersection of health and design e.g. design for health/care/
seniors/disability

6:18 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
I share info with my MDs that I get via orgs that essentially 
formed on SoMe - without those orgs, that rsch & info never 
disseminated #hcsm

6:19 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@mnewtonPharmD Welcome Michael! #hcsm

6:19 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@drmalinowski Interesting. What would be an example of that? 
#hcsm

6:19 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
Orgs that form or develop presence on SoMe lead to pt & MD 
conferences in RL... #hcsm
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6:19 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@GailZahtz Great to see you again Gail! #hcsm

6:20 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
One of the shortcomings is there is a lack of non-pharma/
commercially influenced options for provider #hcsm 
@Steven_Paul @T2DRemission

6:20 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @drmalinowski: T1 #hcsm <I would be surprised if info 
heard in #SoMe is only heard there. Info usually attributed to a 
blog/website.

6:20 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
Great to see you @giasison We used to "talk" daily- must re-
connect ;-) #hcsm

6:21 Steven Incontrera @Steven_Paul
@ekeeleymoore I'll see your @smart_patients with a bit of 
@Nextwaveconnect a community that is working to push social 
for providers #HCSM

6:21 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@Steven_Paul Interesting point to consider. Is the system 
overall improving/moving forward. #hcsm
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6:21 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@mnewtonPharmD Welcome Michael. #hcsm

6:21 April Foreman @DocForeman
@WesleyWilson @smanna750 You make a good point. Make 
sure to #hcsm it. :) The Vax-deniers are a special case.

6:21 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 Don't have ads on my blog but some need them to retain/
maintain voice online #hcsm

6:21 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
In my opinion, most people do not realize the amount of time 
needed to facilitate #hcsm well @jchevinsky @T2DRemission

6:22 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@GailZahtz Definitely Gail! Reconnection begins now ;) #hcsm

6:22 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @Steven_Paul @ekeeleymoore I'll see ur @smart_patients 
w bit of @Nextwaveconnect community working to push social 
for providers #HCSM

6:22 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
Done! ;-) RT @giasison: @GailZahtz Definitely Gail! 
Reconnection begins now ;) #hcsm
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6:22 Steven Incontrera @Steven_Paul
@GailZahtz @T2DRemission again this might be a 
#ShamelessPug but @Nextwaveconnect is bringing 
collaboration of SM to providers #HCSM

6:22 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A1 patient compensation is ideal but we still can't refuse opp 
without pay. Pts have to weigh their time against improving our 
HC #hcsm

6:22 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 38% of Canadians with incomes under $30K not connected. 
That's a lot who miss out #hcsm

6:23 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
It's all good @Steven_Paul @T2DRemission I don't know 
anything about @Nextwaveconnect but happy to learn! #hcsm

6:23 Steven Incontrera @Steven_Paul
@ekeeleymoore @smart_patients @Nextwaveconnect 
#DreamTeam #HCSM

6:23 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 benefit of social media is allows to break through silos - 
reach others who may not otherwise be aware of cause #hcsm
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6:23 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@Steven_Paul I've seen unpublished study about MD 
acceptance of the forms of social media in clinical setting 
(assumed walled garden). #hcsm

6:23 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
Yes! RT @jchevinsky T1 benefit of social media is allows to 
break through silos - reach others who may not otherwise be 
aware of cause #hcsm

6:23 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@Intakeme can recall something (not exactly what) that looked 
like spam on a FB feed, but I knew it was legit b/c 'twas my 
patient #hcsm

6:24 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
@Intakeme I agree with you. My point is that is is easier than 
any time in history to reach patients because of social media. 
#hcsm

6:24 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@anetto very true. I would love to lose the ads on my site. need 
to find a donor that give us $700 / year for our server costs. 
#hcsm

6:24 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@DocForeman You're right. Was on a panel about Twitter this 
week for #ThinkTEGH. Co-author on paper through SoMe voice 
#hcsm
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6:24 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@jchevinsky Not to forget the diversity it brings #hcsm

6:24 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Switching from T1 (topic 1) to T2 (topic 2) in a few! #hcsm

6:24 Charles Platt @ACharlesPlatt
Funny photo about #telemedicine in #healthcare for tonight's 
#hcsm pic.twitter.com/pI0vbqbHy6

6:24 Michael D. Newton @mnewtonPharmD
A1 can allow pts to reach leaders in the field through SM. True 
in oncology w/ #lcsm and #bcsm for example #hcsm

6:24 Lauren Still @laurencstill
Hey all, running late. Health IT Standards/Security person, out 
of SF. #hcsm

6:25 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@jchevinsky Yes, to position messages in more discoverable 
places, increase transparency. #hcsm

6:25 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T1 payment of patients needs 2 be transparent- enough to 
properly compensate, not to point of coersion/encourage 
conflicts of interest #hcsm
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6:25 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @jchevinsky: T1 PTS should be paid for perspectives/work 
when significant time/effort devotion or inconvenience & funds 
available #hcsm

6:25 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@anetto @DocForeman Would love to hear its outputs Annette 
#hcsm

6:25 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
@jchevinsky If u wait 'til funds can be made available pts will 
NEVER be paid. #hcsm I'm kinda over giving hcps a free ride 
off my expertise

6:25 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A1 SoMe is a great way to get cross disease community 
knowledge/contacts. In the end we all want better pt centered 
care #hcsm

6:25 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
Amazing we're at stage of discussing pt comp when many 
places don't yet value pts. How did we get places that value 
voice to do so? #hcsm

6:26 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @jchevinsky paymnt of pats needs 2B transparent- enuf 2 
properly compensate, not 2point of coersion/encourage 
conflicts of interest #hcsm
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6:26 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@DocForeman @WesleyWilson @smanna750 "Special" may 
imply too much unwarranted status.... #hcsm

6:26 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
A1Have to acknowledge how much time/energy just to stay well 
enough to even *think* about SM use and advocacy. #hcsm

6:26 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@jchevinsky You are so valuable here! Always on point with the 
ethical dimension of topic x. #hcsm

6:26 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
@jchevinsky Yes! I'm pushing these guys toward transparency! 
#hcsm 66roses.blogspot.com/2014/03/your-m…

6:27 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@jchevinsky 140 characters doesn't leave room for payment 
disclaimers. :P #hcsm

6:27 Steven Incontrera @Steven_Paul
@T2DRemission I'm hoping this one will be sticky it has a solid 
companion app. #hcsm

6:28 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
TOPIC 2 - Should doctors (or other health care providers) have 
a right to privacy - or anonymity - online? #hcsm
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6:28 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @HealthSocMed TOPIC 2 - Should doctors (or other health 
care providers) have a right to privacy - or anonymity - online? 
#hcsm

6:28 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
T2 at #hcsm - discussing whether health care providers have a 
right to privacy and/or anonymity online.

6:28 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
RT @HealthSocMed TOPIC 2 - Should doctors (or other health 
care providers) have a right to privacy - or anonymity - online? 
#hcsm

6:28 harriseve @harriseve
#sponsored (?) MT @twirlandswirl: @jchevinsky 140 characters 
doesn’t leave room for payment disclaimers. :P #hcsm

6:29 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@DocForeman @WesleyWilson @smanna750 Everything in 
healthcare is complicated. Nothing is one-size-fits-all. 
Complexity communicated in #hcsm

6:29 Amanda @LAlupusLady
T2 @HealthSocMed Be clear about who you are and honest, 
from the start. #hcsm
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6:29 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@WesleyWilson @anetto I've been lucky, host all blogs off 
github, gdrive or my local. I'd rather have a @Gittip or similar vs 
ads. #hcsm

6:29 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@GetSocialHealth Agreed. Some patients easier to reach. true! 
Plus community for those that make their way 2 SM (see 
#patientchat). #hcsm

6:29 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
Everyone has an equal right to privacy in social media- most 
decide for themselves by how much they reveal. #hcsm

6:29 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@TwiceDiabetes Issue is legitimatly some research low budget- 
1 thng if exclude compensation frm budget, anothr if budget 
truly limitd #hcsm

6:29 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @harriseve #sponsored (?) MT @twirlandswirl: 
@jchevinsky 140 characters doesn’t leave room for payment 
disclaimers. :P #hcsm

6:29 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
A2 If giving out medical advice, then no - should not have 
anonymity. But if wanting to freely speak amongst other HCPs, 
then yes. #hcsm
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6:29 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@HealthSocMed I think they should have the right, if they 
choose it. some are open, but have seen others lose jobs/
fellowships too #hcsm

6:29 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T2 No one online has much privacy or anonymity. Don't see 
how it is possible. What you don't say helps with privacy #hcsm

6:29 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @LAlupusLady T2 @HealthSocMed Be clear about who 
you are and honest, from the start. #hcsm

6:29 April Foreman @DocForeman
@HealthSocMed @T2DRemission A "right" to privacy is a legal 
item. :) #hcsm @danielg280

6:30 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @GailZahtz Everyone has an equal right to privacy in social 
media- most decide for themselves by how much they reveal. 
#hcsm

6:30 Michael D. Newton @mnewtonPharmD
T2 - HCPs at this point can choose level of online privacy, at 
least with SM. Totally opt-in with what they choose to share 
#hcsm
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6:30 Lauren Still @laurencstill
T2: Everyone has a right to privacy and anonymity should they 
CHOOSE it. Once you let the cat out though.... #hcsm

6:30 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
Hey gang! Dave here (aka DJK) 30 min late, but that still leaves 
30 min of #hcsm chat! Topic?

6:30 T2D Research @T2DRemission
T2 Special circumstances aside, I can't help think of the British 
monarch's right to dissolve Parliament—provided s/he never 
does. #hcsm

6:30 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@GailZahtz agreed everyone has the right. not all services 
allow anonymity however #hcsm

6:30 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@T2DRemission Thanks!!! Ethics is my passion : ) #hcsm

6:30 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
A2 However, who will regulate? Seems to be a matter of 
professional ethics... #hcsm

6:30 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@JMCelio Or if wanting to simply be a person, not a doctor, 
then anonymity is ok. #hcsm
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6:30 Dan Goldman @danielg280
t2: It depends on how you define "privacy." There is not a right 
to not be spoken about online #hcsm

6:30 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
T2 Yes they have the right to privacy/anonymity online.That's a 
choice presented,but advocacies have more "impact" if identity 
known. #hcsm

6:30 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
T2 Privacy and anonymity don't exist online. #hcsm

6:31 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@anetto agreed. i do think they have a right to it however. but 
most services don't allow complete anonymity anyway #hcsm 
#googleplus

6:31 Amanda @LAlupusLady
I'm a passionate patient who is living w/ #Lupus which makes 
me an advocate and activist. #hcsm

6:31 Michael D. Newton @mnewtonPharmD
T2 if I wanted anonymity I would choose to use a pseudonym 
and avoid HC topics altogether. Still would watch what I share. 
#hcsm
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6:32 Lauren Still @laurencstill
T2: It takes work, and sacrifice most aren't willing. That being 
said, no one ever deserves to be doxxed. #hcsm

6:32 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
As a society we have willingly forfeited the privacy of earlier 
generations, knowingly or not, via what we share online 
@WesleyWilson #hcsm

6:32 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@twirlandswirl true. but does that mean people don't have a 
right to it? or just that it can't be expected? #hcsm

6:32 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
Thanks Amanda #hcsm

6:32 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@jchevinsky @T2DRemission Awesome passion to have! :) 
#hcsm

6:32 Scott Leibrand @scottleibrand
@HealthSocMed T2 brings to mind the periodic attempts of 
businesses (including HCP) to get negative online reviews 
censored. #hcsm

6:33 Dan Goldman @danielg280
T2: obviously certain special info about us (health/financial info) 
is protected from disclosure in certain circumstances #hcsm
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6:33 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
@jchevinsky I understand that, but why should pt 
compensation the last priority though? How about 
professionals' compensation? #hcsm

6:33 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A2 pts don't expect free HC while on SoMe. We value advice & 
chance to expand our knowledge base. System left us, workers 
didn't #hcsm

6:33 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
Hello @GailZahtz! #hcsm

6:33 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
Would pts / docs feel comfortable in SoMe chats if they 
knowingly dealt with each other in pt/doc relationship as well? 
#hcsm

6:33 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
There a difference between privacy & anonymity. Privacy 
should be acceptable, but not to a point of not being present 
online. #hcsm

6:34 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@WesleyWilson I think when you have an online presence, part 
of the implied TOS is that you may be found out. #hcsm
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6:34 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T2 Hard 2 argue ppl 'should' have privacy online, when 
technological format is 1 that excludes it; internet limited 
options 4 privacy #hcsm

6:34 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
Hi! @DJK_HC If you're an "unofficial advisor to startups" is your 
advise still official -grin- Nice to "meet" you. #hcsm

6:34 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
@abrewi3010 Agree, most patients respect boundaries on 
SoMe. A few may seek going over the though. #hcsm

6:34 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @twirlandswirl @WesleyWilson I think when you have an 
online presence, part of the implied TOS is that you may be 
found out. #hcsm

6:34 Steven Incontrera @Steven_Paul
@danielg280 Not yet there isn't. However the EU is toying with 
the right to be forgotten. zdnet.com/google-poised-…) #HCSM

6:35 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@WesleyWilson It's like when you agree to use a credit card. 
You WILL be tracked. Not for nefarious purposes, but tracked 
nonetheless. #hcsm
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6:35 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
@GailZahtz It's free, therefore I'm not responsible for results ;) 
#hcsm

6:35 Amanda @LAlupusLady
I'd like to be compensated for my time & energy, esp. when it 
comes to attending health care conferences, as an ePatient. 
#hcsm

6:35 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@OneGrenouille One would hope so. Guess it would depend 
on transparency of relationship at both places tho. #hcsm

6:35 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@creativepharma @pfanderson Read in print media this week. 
Will try to find source of stats #hcsm

6:35 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
You really can't get "off the grid" even if you wanted to with 
friends, family & pts in #SoMe #hcsm

6:35 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
I pretend I am anonymous on twitter (my job hasn't found out, 
so I pretend none of my HCPS have - even though totally likely) 
#hcsm
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6:35 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T2 HCPs entitled to same privacy/anonymity online that any 
other individual should be afforded; not sure y would be entitled 
to more? #hcsm

6:36 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
@GailZahtz And what do you mean "nice to meet you" - you 
don't remember me?? #hcsm

6:36 Dr. Jason Malinowski @drmalinowski
@laurencstill just learned a new term today. Thanks, Lauren. 
Sounds like Dr. Seuss. ("I doxxed the Gox"). #hcsm :)

6:36 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
Right in-line with the "topic" of #hcsm ;-) A new disclaimer for 
providers online! mT @DJK_HC: It's free, I'm not responsible 
for results

6:36 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@giasison @DocForeman Panel will be on Youtube next week 
I hear. Will post link #hcsm

6:36 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
This #hcsm is being tracked.

6:36 Dan Goldman @danielg280
As for anonymity: it's a 2-edged sword: can lead to greater 
honesty b/c speaker may feel less constrained 1/2 #hcsm
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6:36 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@anetto @DocForeman Thanks Annette! #hcsm

6:37 Bryon Main @TheMedicalEvent
T2 - As an individual….unrelated to healthcare topics? Yes. As 
an extension of their practice? No. #hcsm

6:37 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @GetSocialHealth This #hcsm is being tracked.

6:37 Intake.Me @Intakeme
Social media is a largely untapped resource by providers for 
patient engagement/customer service. #hcsm

6:37 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@twirlandswirl yes that's the reality, and I already agreed. so 
you are on the side it can't be expected reguardless #hcsm

6:37 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@abrewi3010 @T2DRemission Well put. #hcsm

6:37 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
@TheMedicalEvent Why unrelated to healthcare topics? They 
have valuable expertise to share outside of giving medical 
advice #hcsm
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6:37 T2D Research @T2DRemission
T2 Openness for me goes back to decades of queer politics. 
There are some things connected to my medical care I'm more 
guarded about. #hcsm

6:37 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
@GailZahtz But I never took the hippocratic oath ;) Srsly it's a 
slippery slope. I'm sure there are disclaimers, but do they 
protect? #hcsm

6:38 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
@DJK_HC Ok, authenticity comes to play-I see we were 
connected already-I'm having a brain drain.Please remind me 
how I was dazzled ;) #hcsm

6:38 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@WesleyWilson It's like contraception. There are a lot of highly 
effective methods, but the only sure way is abstinence. ;) 
#hcsm

6:38 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@Intakeme People keep saying that. I'm starting to wonder if 
it's really true. #hcsm

6:38 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@drmalinowski happens all the time, unfortunately, and has 
real affects. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kathy_Sie… #hcsm
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6:38 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
@GailZahtz Dazzled? That might be a reach :) #hcsm

6:39 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@TwiceDiabetes Shouldnt b; in those conditions hav HCPs 
volunteering their time/effort 2 collect info, pt volunteering 
experience, etc #hcsm

6:39 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
Do we hold HCPs to higher standards than other professions 
on SM? I think of a teacher, plumber, marine biologist, etc. Is 
this fair? #hcsm

6:39 Tom Goffe @thomasgoffe
T1: one complication is TOTALLY taboo, never discussed by 
advocates or SM. Ever. And it is totally debilitating. #hcsm

6:39 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
Do you know, I've won multiple "awards" for being a top 
physician online! @DJK_HC I thank people & tell them I'm not a 
MDdoesn't work #hcsm

6:39 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @Intakeme Important topic to be discussed: FDA finally 
proposes tweet guidelines. blogs.wsj.com/pharmalot/2014… 
#hcsm
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6:39 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @Intakeme Important topic to be discussed: FDA finally 
proposes tweet guidelines. goo.gl/uJOzYU #hcsm

6:40 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
Would you feel comfortable if your doc was tweeting about his/
her rl? Would you make judgments about your doc based upon 
those tweets? #hcsm

6:40 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@TwiceDiabetes IMO needs 2 be place/option for collaboration 
among patients/providers for those passionate/capable even if 
funds low #hcsm

6:40 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@JMCelio Well, if they're giving medical advice while 
presenting themselves as one, I'd hope so. #hcsm

6:40 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
@GailZahtz Does it require structure? Something more formal? 
#hcsm

6:40 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
@DJK_HC I'm sure you have dazzling in you ;-) Off topic- 
would love to learn more about impact of HIE on $ for evidence-
based design! #hcsm
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6:40 RubyRN @Nursiverse
T2 Suppose it is understood that social media provides live 
representation of pulse of chosen topic. Reader can consider 
the source. #HCSM

6:40 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@GailZahtz Toying with a vanity domain the other night, I 
considered "not.md" #hcsm

6:40 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@OneGrenouille yes. yes. :) #hcsm

6:40 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@JMCelio But think of the standards teachers are held to. They 
lose their jobs for posting pictures of them with alcohol on 
Facebook. #hcsm

6:41 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@OneGrenouille Of course. We're human. How could we not? 
#hcsm

6:41 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
@GailZahtz DM me #hcsm

6:41 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@twirlandswirl @T2DRemission haha... grand idea. ...I will call 
it... hmmm... @BioethxChat! : P #hcsm
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6:41 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Moving on to T3 - our final topic for the evening - shortly! #hcsm

6:41 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
Ha love it! RT @Intakeme @OneGrenouille yes. yes. :) #hcsm

6:41 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@twirlandswirl exactly, already agreed (twice) #hcsm

6:41 Steven Incontrera @Steven_Paul
@danielg280 Agreed. If it does take to that next level it will be 
Germany laying that one down. #Privacy #HCSM

6:41 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@Nursiverse One prob w/ anonymity is it makes it harder to 
consider the source. #hcsm

6:41 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
Done! RT @DJK_HC: @GailZahtz DM me #hcsm

6:42 April Foreman @DocForeman
@OneGrenouille Comfortable? Depends on the doc and the pt. 
Would a pt. make judgements...Definitely, unavoidably, and 
inevitably. #hcsm
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6:42 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A2 SoMe is a great equalizer. That means all parties can work 
together for better care/service. This medium should be a 
resource #hcsm

6:42 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
TOPIC 3 - FDA released guidelines regarding correcting 
misinformation online. Do you think HC orgs will correct more 
misinfo? Why/not? #hcsm

6:42 Natalia Shche, Ph.D. @creativepharma
somewhat confused with T2; privacy/anonymity in relation to 
which domain of activity #hcsm 1-1 pt-provider comm -that's 
clear, the rest?

6:42 Scott Leibrand @scottleibrand
@T2DRemission Or not.an.md. :-) #hcsm

6:42 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
It's frightening and what does it say about #hcsm that non-MD's 
are viewed as MD's even when they don't say they are! 
@T2DRemission #hcsm

6:42 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @JMCelio: Do we hold HCPs to higher standards than 
other professions...a teacher? #hcsm <Many more stories of 
teachers getting fired>
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6:42 Elephant inthe Rheum @ElephantRheum
T2 I'm on the fence re keeping things private/anon. Do want is 
comfortable for U (pt &/or HCP). So says the gal known as the 
elephant #hcsm

6:42 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
T3 at #hcsm - discussing new FDA guidance on correcting 
misinfo online - will more HC orgs correct misinfo now? Why/
not?

6:43 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
@twirlandswirl but wondering if SM is the appropriate forum to 
be giving out personal medical advice... #hcsm

6:43 Jeanine Guidry @redheadacademic
T3: I hope so, but I am an idealist..... #hcsm

6:43 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
RT @danamlewis T3 at #hcsm - discussing new FDA guidance 
on correcting misinfo online - will more HC orgs correct misinfo 
now? Why/not?

6:43 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@JMCelio I think we do hold 2 higher standard, but also thnk 
its bc potential damage greater if HCP 4 example gives med 
advice online #hcsm
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6:43 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
For better or worse, we've always held healthcare providers at 
a "higher standard" #hcsm @GetSocialHealth @JMCelio

6:43 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
T3: Should they? Hopefully. Will they? Not as confident... 
#hcsm

6:43 Amanda @LAlupusLady
T3 @HealthSocMed i hope so... It benefits us all. #hcsm

6:44 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
@LAlupusLady good evening darlin' Hope you're having more 
flair than flare ;-) XO #hcsm

6:44 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @HealthSocMed: TOPIC 3 - FDA guidelines regarding 
correcting misinformation online. #hcsm <Resources to make 
changes always issue>

6:44 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @GailZahtz For better or worse, we've always held 
healthcare providers at a "higher standard" #hcsm 
@GetSocialHealth @JMCelio
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6:44 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@HealthSocMed @jomaxx The responsible ones already try to 
correct misinfo. The irresponsible ones will try to find a work 
around #hcsm

6:44 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
@twirlandswirl people of any profession should use (what 
should be) common sense w/ SM...but I was referring to 
accuracy of statements #hcsm

6:45 Lauren Still @laurencstill
T3: I predict HC orgs will be as receptive to mis-information 
corrections on #SoMe as they are to responsible bug 
disclosure. #infosec #hcsm

6:45 T2D Research @T2DRemission
T3 I'm glad to hear FDA issued guidelines. I think compliance 
(responsibility!) will be market-driven. #hcsm

6:45 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@LAlupusLady agreed. but it is a horrible up hill battle. more of 
them than us. #hcsm

6:45 Jeanine Guidry @redheadacademic
@pfanderson @HealthSocMed @jomaxx ouch and yes, 
unfortunately #hcsm
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6:45 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A3 I think HC orgs will take time to correct misinformation. 
Patients will respond to their effort & reward their efforts. #hcsm

6:46 Michael D. Newton @mnewtonPharmD
@JMCelio @twirlandswirl then definitely hold HCPs to higher 
standard since inaccurate statements could have disastrous 
consequences #hcsm

6:46 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T3 Not sure- wonder how much social media monitoring health 
orgs do- more spreading own message than addressing others 
sources? #hcsm

6:46 Jeanine Guidry @redheadacademic
T3: But: guidelines/rules are a start. #hcsm

6:46 Intake.Me @Intakeme
T3. without financial disincentive, i fear few corrections. #hcsm

6:46 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@T2DRemission sadly the market makes billions a year on 
misinformation #hcsm

6:47 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A3 research is to easy now. Pts can combat misinfo with a 
couple clicks on their phone now. Misinfo will led to bad 
marketing #hcsm
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6:47 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
@LAlupusLady Bummer! I'm ending up the queen of the 
bathroom by the sheer fact that only one willing to talk GI 
design in public lol #hcsm

6:47 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
Grr. RT @T2DRemission RT @WesleyWilson: 
@T2DRemission sadly the market makes billions a year on 
misinformation #hcsm

6:47 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
RT @GailZahtz I'm ending up the queen of the bathroom by the 
sheer fact that only one willing to talk GI design in public lol 
#hcsm

6:47 Jennifer Celio @JMCelio
@mnewtonPharmD @twirlandswirl Wrong weather report, for 
example, could also have disastrous consequences 
#devilsadvocate #hcsm

6:47 Scott Leibrand @scottleibrand
@HealthSocMed T3: A device company I talked to said they 
can't even post factual info on an EU product for fear of 
@US_FDA rules. #hcsm

6:48 Megan Campbell @BrightMktg
T3: I think most HC orgs try to be compliant. However, w/out 
real penalties or oversight, misinformation will still be out there. 
#hcsm
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6:48 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
@GailZahtz @LAlupusLady Both of you are heroes. Mental 
health is another tough area to be "out" as an advocate. #hcsm

6:48 Intake.Me @Intakeme
@JMCelio @mnewtonPharmD @twirlandswirl Aren't ALL 
weather reports wrong? ;-) #hcsm

6:48 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
Re: #hcsm T3 - I read guidance as gives HC orgs better 
opportunities to correct misinfo, and that more would be 
empowered to do so as result

6:48 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
A1: many! Hv had pleasure to connect w/few who have 
Cowden Syndrome, and Lhermitte-duclos Disease. I'm not that 
#rare! #hcsm #pten #btsm

6:48 RubyRN @Nursiverse
@danielg280 T2 True if one takes a post at face value. 
Anonymity adds to unfiltered quality of live social media. #hcsm

6:48 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
RT @DrBeckerSchutte: @GailZahtz @LAlupusLady Both of 
you are heroes. Mental health is another tough area to be "out" 
as an advocate. #hcsm
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6:49 Erin Moore @ekeeleymoore
MT @AtiyaahDollfie: @danielg280 @pfanderson for that 
matter, it occurs to me that medical work inside a vacuum 
would be problematic. #hcsm

6:49 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T3 Disturbing when a disease group hosts a community and 
does not monitor the threads. Can be unhealthy for new 
members #hcsm

6:49 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
Well hello @sameena00 #hcsm

6:50 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A3 news travels to fast thru disease communities for orgs to 
have misinfo campaigns. Pts protect other pts from misinfo 
#hcsm

6:50 Amanda @LAlupusLady
@DrBeckerSchutte @GailZahtz Big #hcsm Hugs to you!

6:50 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
A2: I'd never cross the line to connect w/any of my doctors 
online. They deserve that boundary from me. #hcsm 
#RareDisease

6:50 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
@LAlupusLady @DrBeckerSchutte Hugs all around ;-) #hcsm
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6:50 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
T3 more would probably report if there was benefit program 
instated for each false website reported - altruism seems to go 
only so far #hcsm

6:51 April Foreman @DocForeman
@JackWestMD @T2DRemission Media spin is a media job. 
Peer-reviewed empirical research info is different. Diff methods/
goals. #hcsm

6:51 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
I second this. RT @GailZahtz: @LAlupusLady Hugs all 
around ;-) #hcsm

6:51 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
Still awake on a Sunday night, so have to catch at least a few 
moments of #hcsm chat.

6:51 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@abrewi3010 New misinformation, likely. We have instances of 
pervasive, institutionalized misinformation and 
misunderstanding. #hcsm

6:51 harriseve @harriseve
MT @jchevinsky: T3 how much monitoring do health orgs do? If 
they’re smart, they engage 360, authentically #hcsm
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6:52 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
A3 - While so much bunk out there @SusannahFox and Rew 
study shows pts do correct on SoMe type boards 
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16513686 #hcsm

6:52 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @Intakeme @JMCelio @mnewtonPharmD @twirlandswirl 
Aren't ALL weather reports wrong? ;-) #hcsm

6:52 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
@LAlupusLady @DrBeckerSchutte @pfanderson Speaking of, 
I haven't written blog yet, but DD in detention for mental health 
induced event #hcsm

6:52 Scott Leibrand @scottleibrand
@padschicago It's amazing how something predicted to 
happen 70% of the time doesn't happen 100% of the time. :-p 
#hcsm

6:52 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@jchevinsky sites get reported all the time. but its hard to get a 
website shutdown for missinformation , AVN is a great example 
#hcsm

6:52 Intake.Me @Intakeme
Here here! :) @DrBeckerSchutte @GailZahtz @LAlupusLady 
Both of you are heroes. Mental health is another tough area to 
be ... advocate. #hcsm
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6:52 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
@GailZahtz @LAlupusLady @pfanderson So very hard. #hcsm

6:53 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@Intakeme @DrBeckerSchutte @GailZahtz @LAlupusLady 
Blazing the trail. :) #hcsm

6:53 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
@anetto True, at some point expecting altruism in this way 
might actually be taking advantage of ppl's time, empathy, & 
sensitivities #hcsm

6:53 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
I do dream of a moment in the future where talking about any 
health condition ISN'T a risk!! #hcsm

6:53 Jeanine Guidry @redheadacademic
This. x1000. RT @DrBeckerSchutte I do dream of a moment in 
the future where talking about any health condition ISN'T a 
risk!! #hcsm

6:54 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
Can I plus ten that?! RT @DrBeckerSchutte: I do dream of a 
moment in the future where talking about any health condition 
ISN'T a risk! #hcsm

6:54 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@DrBeckerSchutte And what a dream it is. #hcsm
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6:54 Matthew Katz @subatomicdoc
@OneGrenouille @SusannahFox True, but will readers get 
through the misinformation and keep reading enough for the 
accurate stuff? #hcsm

6:54 H. Jack West, MD @JackWestMD
@DocForeman @T2DRemission agree media contributes to 
hype: big megaphone, & presumed credible (wrongly). 
Everything's a breakthrough. #hcsm

6:54 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
RT @subatomicdoc but will readers get through the 
misinformation and keep reading enough for the accurate stuff? 
#hcsm

6:54 Michael D. Newton @mnewtonPharmD
@JMCelio @twirlandswirl that would have to be one WRONG 
weather report! #hcsm

6:54 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
@DrBeckerSchutte @LAlupusLady @pfanderson We're at the 
awful age of 17- making even tougher decisions as we face the 
horror of 18. #hcsm

6:54 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
@subatomicdoc @OneGrenouille @SusannahFox That's why 
consistent voices advocating accuracy are hugely important. 
#hcsm
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6:55 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
Note: Study I linked to not done by @SusannahFox, Pew or 
"Rew" just mentioned by them. #hcsm

6:55 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@WesleyWilson @jchevinsky Imagine if community just 
collectively DDoS'ed companies spreading misinformation, 
things would get fixed. #hcsm

6:55 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
@scottleibrand Yes! We were supposed to have bad storms 
today. Never happened. #hcsm

6:55 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Time flies on Sunday nights - time to wrap up tonight's #hcsm 
chat! Last thoughts for the week ahead, everyone?

6:55 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@scottleibrand @Intakeme @JMCelio @mnewtonPharmD We 
had 100% chance of rain one day last month, didn't see a drop! 
#hcsm

6:55 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
(clearing throat) Media could be a tremendous boom for good 
#hcsm in safe hands ;-) @JackWestMD @DocForeman 
@T2DRemission
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6:55 RubyRN @Nursiverse
T3 Health orgs can benefit from the ready-made audience of 
patient related social media forums. Opportunities in education. 
#hcsm

6:55 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
Wrapping up tonight's #hcsm chat - last thoughts for the week 
ahead, all?

6:55 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
@GailZahtz @LAlupusLady @pfanderson Yes, it's a very tough 
time. #hcsm

6:55 bacigalupe @bacigalupe
@DrBeckerSchutte @DocForeman #hcsm and lot of peer 
review literature is just as non useful and lacking veracity too...

6:55 Helen @heltweet
In #diabetes much misinfo is actually #marketing dodgy 'cures' 
Joke in #pwd #sm comms Legit sites get persistent attacks by 
autobots #hcsm

6:56 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@WesleyWilson @jchevinsky So true. Even reaching 
consensus about what is mis-information is tricky. 
burrillreport.com/article-1381.h… #hcsm
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6:56 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@ElephantRheum thanks! I appreciate that :) :) #hcsm

6:56 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
@doctorwes Why don't ever join #hcsm?

6:56 OneGrenouille @OneGrenouille
Noting - in chat on misinfo on #HCSM pt provides 
misinformation... will that misinformation be caught...

6:56 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
@danamlewis Hi there, lovely! Great to see your face. Been 
missing this crowd. #hcsm

6:56 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@laurencstill @WesleyWilson @jchevinsky Vigilante justice 
can also be used to shut down good info #hcsm

6:56 David Harlow @healthblawg
T3 Corr of misinfo is seen as a burden by some regulated 
entities, oppty by others. #hcsm

6:56 Elephant inthe Rheum @ElephantRheum
@DrBeckerSchutte @subatomicdoc The scientist in me always 
says to do it in tripicate. Confirm the info on more than site. Ask 
HCP too! #hcsm
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6:57 Jeanine Guidry @redheadacademic
Adherence to guidelines, transparency, all of it - the good news 
is that at least it can start with us. Or be done by us. #hcsm

6:57 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
@DocForeman @DrBeckerSchutte @LAlupusLady 
@pfanderson I know I have to write about it- wish mental illness 
were a softer journey. #hcsm

6:57 Dave Kerrigan @DJK_HC
Well hello @healthblawg - long time no chat! #hcsm

6:57 Lauren Still @laurencstill
@pfanderson @WesleyWilson @jchevinsky of course. I'm just 
getting snarky at this point. ;-) #hcsm

6:57 Wes Wilson @WesleyWilson
@laurencstill @jchevinsky might just keep trying to help with 
my website little longer before I go joining a activism hacking 
group ;) #hcsm

6:57 April Foreman @DocForeman
@bacigalupe @DrBeckerSchutte Hey, folks. Not saying media 
good/true, or HC research good/true. Just noting *different* 
goals/methods. #hcsm
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6:58 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
@scottleibrand @Intakeme @JMCelio @mnewtonPharmD It 
was a general consensus. Florida is weird. :P #hcsm

6:58 David Harlow @healthblawg
@DJK_HC <wave> #hcsm

6:58 Gail Zahtz @GailZahtz
I think we've always needed both media and peer-review, we 
just need to make more #hcsm for both @DocForeman 
@JackWestMD @T2DRemission

6:58 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@OneGrenouille And what if patient believes it to be true? 
What if it is true & research hasn't caught up? #hcsm

6:58 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @healthblawg: T3 Corr of misinfo is seen as a burden by 
some regulated entities, oppty by others. #hcsm

6:58 Ann Becker-Schutte @DrBeckerSchutte
Verify, verify.RT @DocForeman Hey, folks. Not saying media 
good/true, or HC research good/true. Just noting *different* 
goals/methods. #hcsm
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6:58 Jennifer Chevinsky @jchevinsky
CT We r all responsible 4 keeping health info online accurate; 
at some pt tho effort shld b rewarded, altruism shldnt b taken 4 
grantd #hcsm

6:58 bacigalupe @bacigalupe
@DocForeman @DrBeckerSchutte #hcsm Yep and both often 
just self-serving activities, not really focused on the wellbeing of 
people/community

6:59 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
SoMe is not perfect and it's potential is just beginning to be 
discovered. Let's remember that as we figure out how to 
improve HC #hcsm

7:00 Jeanine Guidry @redheadacademic
@abrewi3010 so true. #hcsm

7:00 April Foreman @DocForeman
@bacigalupe @DrBeckerSchutte Well, they can be community-
helpful. Depends on who is using them and how. #hcsm

7:00 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
That's a wrap on another awesome #hcsm chat! Thanks, all! 
See you again next Sunday at 8pm CT - and remember to DM 
or @HealthSocMed topics!
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